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                         TEASER

FADE IN

EXT. AIR ISLES - BLOOD RAVEN AIRSHIP - DAY

Green and brown AIR ISLES dot the distant horizon. The BLOOD
RAVEN AIRSHIP breaks through a CLOUD revealing it's
beautiful mass of wood, metal and guns.  The vessel is
damaged from the fight on land.  ONE WORKING HORIZONTAL
ROCKET BOOSTER helps the vessel limp through the blue sky,
but it is crippled and slow. The ship is under FULL SAILS to
help with speed. 

Notably, like the Air Isles, the ship stays AFLOAT without
any man-made help.

EXT. BLOOD RAVEN - MAIN DECK - DAY

PIRATES stand like cruel overlords while the captive
TOWNSFOLK of Independence slave away on the UPPER DECKS. 
The Townsfolk and our Heroes have been stripped of their
nicer garments, i.e. Abilene no longer has her trademark
duster.

WADE angrily swabs the deck.  SQUIRREL runs to and fro as a
cabin boy, and is abused verbally and physically.  BEAR has
the daunting task of rigger.  ISOBEL is on her hands and
knees scrubbing the deck, and looking very airsick.

ABILENE mops the deck and patiently takes note of everything
and everyone. 

QUINT stands on the STERNCASTLE DECK manning the helm and
watching like their overlord.  He has both of Abilene's
stainless steel pistols tucked in his belt, and a
blunderbuss strapped around his shoulder.  The large brass
SHIP'S BELL is in view.

Abilene flexes her hand, the one that Effie implanted the
resistor in.  It hurts.  She moves her bucket closer to
Wade.  She's cautious of the TWO PIRATE GUARDS nearby.

ABILENE
How many?

WADE
Twelve. You?

ABILENE
Nine below.



They keep their heads down and talk quietly while working.

ABILENE (cont'd)
More of us than them.

WADE
Mops against blades and bullets?

ABILENE
If we make port they'll take on more
crew and start selling us.  Won't
stand a chance after that.

WADE
What about Doc Harper and the Shiner?

ABILENE
Ain't seen'em since we came aboard.

Abilene mops a little harder.  Her worry helps her comes to
an easy decision.

ABILENE (cont'd)
We're doing this now.  Ready?

Wade wipes his sweaty brow and WHISTLES.  Squirrel COUGHS in
reply.  Bear wraps a rope around his fist in preparation.

Abilene and Wade pick up their buckets and mops.  They begin
moving in opposite directions toward Two Pirate Guards
nearby.

Wade grips his bucket ready to strike.  Abilene grips her
mop handle ready to do the same.  Bear picks his target and
stretches out the rope in his hands.  Squirrel nervously
heads up toward Quint.

All hell is about to break loose between the Townsfolk and
the unwitting Blood Raven Crew.

FILTHY PIRATE
I said back to work, dirt dweller!

Abilene turns to see a FILTHY PIRATE put a boot on Isobel's
back and shove her toward her bucket.  She falls to the deck
knocking over the pail of brown water.  She's soaked, and
very ill.

The Filthy Pirate grabs her by the hair and pulls her to her
feet. The spectacle has everybody more alert.  The element
of surprise is gone.
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FILTHY PIRATE (cont'd)
You like workin' on yer knees, do ya?

He grabs her by the shoulders and brings her close, too
close. 

Abilene backs off from her target and SIGNALS the rest of
the Townsfolk to call off the attack.  ALL reluctantly
comply, except Bear.

Bear only cares about Isobel, and his deal with the Duke.

FILTHY PIRATE (cont'd)
I've got a job for you-

Isobel promptly PUKES on Filthy Pirate's chest. Shocked and
disgusted he briefly lets her go.  A second later he
backhands her hard across the face.  Isobel goes down, and
Bear launches his response.

ABILENE
Bear, no!

From behind Bear hooks his rope around Filthy Pirate's neck
and starts to arch back. He's going to pop that pirate head
right off.

Abilene steps out with HANDS-UP to stay her people.

ABILENE (cont'd)
Don't!

FOUR PIRATE GUARDS descend on Bear.  He's ripped off Filthy
Pirate, and then Bear takes a dog-pile BEATING.

Quint and TWO PIRATES, all with weapons hurry across the
deck toward the dog-pile.

QUINT
Get him up.

With caution Abilene make her way to Isobel, and kneels at
her side.  She turns Isobel's face to see the CUT on her
cheek.  In doing so Abilene gets BLOOD on her BANDAGE.

ISOBEL
Don't touch me.

Ignoring it, Abilene helps her up, and holds her steady. 
Her eyes turn sharply to Quint as he levels his BLUNDERBUSS
at Bear's head.
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QUINT
Is she the kind of trouble worth
bleeding over, boy?

Bear looks at Isobel.  His silence speaks volumes.  To that
Abilene steps between Bear and Quint's gun.

ABILENE
He was protecting her.

Quint levels the gun at Abilene's chest.  She slants an
unimpressed glare at him. There is QUIET for a moment as
they both size each other up.  They are two opposing forces
that enjoy a worthy opponent, but now is not the time.

Abilene moves in surrender, but she's not giving up.

ABILENE (cont'd)
Lady Isobel's ransom is only as good
as her health.  The way I figure it,
Bear was following your Captain's
orders. What was your man doing?

She's got him, and he knows it.  But Quint seems more
impressed than annoyed. 

QUINT
A debt is owed.  Sun stroke on the
mast, and lash him every hour until
sundown.

Two Pirate Guards haul Bear to his feet and begin tying him
face-first to the MAIN MAST.

ISOBEL
No!  Bear!

Abilene stops Isobel from rushing to his side.

QUINT
addresses the crew( )

You all know the punishment for
disobeying the Captain's orders.

The PIRATES AYE solemnly. Filthy Pirate looks terrified.  He
starts to back away as Quint stalks him toward the rail.

FILTHY PIRATE
Please, sir.  I'm of weak will.

QUINT
Well said, lad.
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Quint grabs Filthy Pirate and FLIPS him over the railing of
the ship.  In a deadly skydive the Filthy Pirate SCREAMS.

The first CRACK of a whip from EYE PATCH PIRATE turns all
heads back to Bear as he takes the beginning of his
punishment.  The whip draws blood.  Isobel moves to stop it,
but Abilene continues to hold her back.

ABILENE
quietly to Isobel( )

Don't make it worse.
louder at Quint( )

She's hurt. She needs to see the Doc.

Quint pauses on his way back to the helm.  He sees the
bleeding wound on Isobel's cheek.  Abilene flashes Quint her
blood stained bandage.

ABILENE (cont'd)
So do I.

Another CRACK of the whip and Bear's SUPPRESSED MOANS are
heard in the background.  Isobel, unable to watch turns.

Quint holds Abilene's stare, testing her, perhaps warning
her.  There's clear dislike between them, but also the hint
of a strange attraction.

QUINT
This way.

He leads them across deck.  Another CRACK of the whip
sounds.

MAIN TITLES: BLACK VEIL

                       END TEASER
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                         ACT ONE

EXT. BLOOD RAVEN - DAY

The ship limps through clear skies and a brutal sun.

INT. INFIRMARY

Kael is laid out on a bed.  He is sweaty and unresponsive. 
Effie wraps his leg wound, and places a pile of DIRTY
BANDAGES by his feet.  She checks his forehead.

EFFIE
You're burnin' up, Shiner.  Hey? 
Kael, look at me.  Can you hear me?

He MOANS a little.  She grabs a wet cloth and lays it across
his forehead.

EFFIE (cont'd)
You're gonna screw up everything
again, ain't ya.  Can't have you
dyin' on me...

A brief KNOCK at the door before Quint opens it and escorts
Abilene and Isobel into the room.

This is the first time they've seen Kael and Effie since
coming aboard.  Abilene is relieved to see the Doc, but
keeps it muted.  The Doc looks haggard, tired and worried
when she glances up at the other two women.

QUINT
Patch them up.

EFFIE
Wait!  I need to talk to Slagg.

QUINT
No.

Quint turns for the door.

EFFIE
It's urgent I-

Too late, he's gone.  The door is left AJAR, and Quint
stands guard outside.

EFFIE (cont'd)
Jackass.
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She turns and cleans her hands in a bowl of alcohol.  She
notes the cut on Isobel's cheek.

EFFIE (cont'd)
What happened?

Isobel has taken interest in Kael.

ISOBEL
What's wrong with him?

Abilene leans against a table of medical supplies.  She
looks around and quickly steals a SCALPEL, hiding it.

EFFIE
Infection.  He's non-responsive and
close to sepsis. Look at me?

She gently turns Isobel's head to clean her wound.  Isobel
winces at the burning alcohol.

ISOBEL
Will he be all right?

EFFIE
If I can get the Captain's ear.

shouting at the door( )
But the mouth-breather outside won't
let me talk to him.

Quint shifts outside.  He heard.  Abilene quickly moves to
block the view through the crack in the door.

Finished with Isobel, Effie sterilizes her hands once more
and makes a plea toward Abilene.

EFFIE (cont'd)
He's dying.  If I don't get him the
proper antibiotics, then there ain't
no reason for us to be here.

at the door( )
Here that, idiot!  No Black Isle!

ISOBEL
Shhh!  Don't make him angry.

EFFIE
I got two options, get him meds and
hope it's not to late, or cut off his
leg and hope he don't die from that. 

(MORE)
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So don't tell me to keep quiet, not
EFFIE (cont'd)

when there's an air isle six clips
out from here with antibiotics that
will save him.

Abilene frowns.  That sounded awfully knowledgeable for a
non-pirate.

ABILENE
You know this for sure?

EFFIE
I saw it on Slagg's navigational
chart when I was stitching him up.

ISOBEL
Suddenly you're an expert in areal
plotting?

EFFIE
Eden was clearly marked on the map as
a medicinal supply port.

sharply( )
What?  Am I on trial here?

Isobel sits at Keal's bedside and wets his brow with the
cloth again.

ISOBEL
Would be fitting.  You did shoot my
father.  You are why we are all here.

Abilene steps in before it gets ugly.

ABILENE
We have bigger problems.  Let it go.

ISOBEL
I will not!

tantrum mode on( )
I have never been so ill-treated in
all my life!  She cut you open and
stuck that thing inside you.  So
don't lecture me on forgiveness when
I know you have don't no such thing.

at Effie( )
We've been subject to horrid abuse
for the past three days while you
have been in here living in the lap
of luxury.  I am a Lady and deserve
to be treated as such! 

(MORE)
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I am not some filthy buffalo rancher,
ISOBEL (cont'd)

or dirt farmer, or butcher of men,
nor am I a disgusting diseased, sour
breathed sky-rat!  I am worth more
than this entire ship!

Unfazed, Abilene merely looks at Isobel.

ABILENE
Finished?

Isobel smartly and proudly straightens herself as if to
standby her hissy-fit.

ISOBEL
For now.

She returns her attention to Kael.

Effie sighs.  Perhaps some of what Isobel said has gotten to
her.  She gestures toward Abilene's bloodied bandage.

EFFIE
Let me look at that.

They take a seat at the table and Effie begins to unwrap the
bandage on Abilene's hand.  What she finds underneath earns
Abilene a QUESTIONING FROWN.

ABILENE
Ain't my blood.  Had to figure a way
to see you.

Effie simply nods and cleans the SUTURES on her palm.  She
pauses for a moment, repentant.

EFFIE
I'm sorry. I should have never
dragged you into this.

The apology is directed at Abilene's hand.  Abilene quietly
accepts.

EFFIE (cont'd)
It's healing nicely.  See me tonight. 
I'll take the stitches out, and check
your shoulder.

A bandage is visible on Abilene's shoulder. The wound is the
feral bite from Episode 1.

A nod from Abilene.  The Doc wraps her hand back up.
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EFFIE (cont'd)
Our survival hinges on Kael living. 
You know that, right?

ISOBEL
For you three.  What about the rest
of us?  Do you even care how many of
us are airsick?  And what about Bear?

Effie finishes wrapping Abilene's hand.

EFFIE
What about Bear?

ISOBEL
They're torturing him.

Effie snaps a look at Abilene.

ABILENE
Can't do anything about it.

Isobel SCOFFS.  Abilene gets up and flexes her hand and
fingers.  She glances at Kael, Isobel, and then Effie.  It's
up to her to lead them, and she's not too comfortable with
that idea.

ABILENE (cont'd)
at the door( )

We're done in here.

The door opens with Quint and his firearm taking casual aim.

ABILENE (cont'd)
We need to talk.

QUINT
No.  We don't.

This guy is such a major pain in Aiblene's backside. She's
had enough...

Abilene steps toward the barrel of his gun, and drops her
gaze down to his pants where her two stainless steel pistols
are tucked in his belt.

ABILENE
Oh, we really do.  For starters,
those are my guns.  And I'll be
getting them back.

Effie and Isobel hold their breath as Quint steps closer.
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QUINT
I would love for you to have a go at
me, lass. 

EFFIE
Uh... Ahem.  The Shiner?

Neither Abilene or Quint physically back down.  Are they
taking pleasure in this?

QUINT
I heard all ye had to say.  Your man
is at deaths door.  If he dies the
location of the Black Isle dies with
him.

ABILENE
sarcastically back(
at the girls)

Oh, good.  You weren't loud at all.
at Quint( )

I'll talk to your Captain now.

Effie wedges her way between them, trying to break them up,
but it becomes a weird three-way.

EFFIE
His wound.  I need to check it.

QUINT
You'll get nowhere with him.

ABILENE
You'll get nowhere without him.

She nods back at Kael.  Quint's jaw cinches tighter.  She's
got him again.  A second more of heat, and then he takes a
step back.

QUINT
at Effie( )

You, with me.

EFFIE
I need Abilene to assist me.

Quint shrugs and glances Isobel's way.

QUINT
Stay and watch the Shiner.  Leave and
the guard outside will put you in
chains below.
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EFFIE
Grab those bandages for me.

While Effie restocks her medical bag, Abilene grabs the
clean bandages off the table.  As they exit something
catches her eye by Kael's feet.  Soiled, infected bandages. 
She hesitates as she passes by and swipes a SMALL DIRTY
BANDAGE from the pile.

Isobel witnesses it, but nobody else does.

They exit.

Alone with Kael, Isobel tends to him.  He MOANS.

ISOBEL
It'll be all right.  My father is
coming for me.

EXT. TOWN OF INDEPENDENCE - DAY

The ruined town is quickly being rebuilt.  WORKERS make
repairs in the background.  At the center of the MAIN STREET
is a fancy table with several ornate chairs occupied by
members of the Parlay.

Visibly in the background is a strange sight, a PIGEONEER,
whose job is to send communications.  She waits near a cage
full of HOMING PIGEONS.

At the table, the three representatives from the Air Isles
are: HAPPY JACK, a giant, bearded man with a glutton for
blades and jewelry.  He is from the Free Isles.  His First
Mate is ANGEL, a deadly, raven-haired beauty armed to the
teeth with throwing-knives.

CAPTAIN THORN, a lovely, Scandinavian woman with a scar on
her face.  She is from the Norse Isles.  Her First Mate is
VANIR, an older man of wisdom and cunning, dressed in a
mysterious cloak.

And lastly, a Captain known only as the HANGMAN, a slender
Spaniard, none too pleased to be on the ground.  He is from
the Imperial Isles.  His First Mate is SALVO, a fully
augmented metal-monster that looks like a cross between
Robo-cop, and a T-100.

Three representatives make up the Continental Prides.  They
are: DUKE BLOXHAM and DUCHESS ORLEAN.  Both from the Plains
Drifters.  They wear the most posh clothing of the group.

BONDI is from the coastline. A pride called The Breakers.
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And finally MANDHU.  A mountain man from the Ridge Runner
pride.

BIG IRISH stands guard behind Duchess Orlean, and MAGNUS
stands a short distance from Bloxham.

The atmosphere is thick with distrust and suspicion.  The
blistering heat creates even more tension among the
participants.  Happy Jack is the only one relaxed at the
table.  He smokes a PIPE, and listens.

HANGMAN
Your Duke broke the treaty-

ORLEAN
politely( )

I shall remind you, monsieur, the
Duke called the parlay.

HANGMAN
Only after he lost the Shiner!

at the Pirates( )
Why should we bother with the likes
of them, when the Black Isle is our
territory.  They have no means to
stop us.

Captain Thorn reaches down and grabs a fist full of dirt for
all to see.

THORN
Because this!

She FLINGS the dirt at the Hangman, and he jumps prepared to
confront her. 

Happy Jack's First Mate, Angel, rests a hand on one blade to
back-up her Captain.

Hangman's retaliation stops dead when he sees Happy Jack
sternly shakes his head NO.

THORN (cont'd)
Shine Town is down here.

to all( )
We have a common interest.  Make no
qualms we need each other to seize
it.

HANGMAN
You can trust a thief to steal, but
you can never trust a liar. 

(MORE)
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The Duke lied to us.  If he hadn't
HANGMAN (cont'd)

lost the Shiner we would not be here.

Bloxham gives the man a brief, crappy smile.  His patience
is running thin.

BLOXHAM
Esteemed Ladies and Gentlemen, as I,
perhaps poorly, explained at the
opening of this meeting, events
surrounding the discovery of the
Shiner, and his unfortunate
kidnapping, occurred at such a rapid
pace that I could not have contacted
any of you before now.

THORN
You flower your words because they
stink.

MANDHU
What was your play, Duke?  Keep the
Shiner for yourself?

HANGMAN
He would need an airship to get to
the Black Isle.

BONDI
A side deal with one of you.

The Pirates cast their suspicion at each other.  Happy Jack
is the only one not worried. In fact, he seems amused.

ORLEAN
My dear friends, your accusations are
but mere hollow emotions.  If the
Duke had betrayed the treaty, and
done as you have so impudently
alleged we would not be in such good
company.

She elegantly gestures around the table.

ORLEAN (cont'd)
at the Pirates( )

Besides it was one of yours that
stole away the Shiner and neglected
to tell any of you.

BLOXHAM
Merci, Duchess Orlean.
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ORLEAN
De rien.

HANGMAN
The Imperial Isles will deal with
Slagg, I assure you.

ORLEAN
Wonderful.  Now, if all of our primal
urges to place blame on one another
have come to a close, I have a peace
offering on behalf of our Pride, the
Plains Drifters.

She motions for Big Irish to hand her a document.  Bloxham
frowns.  He's out of the loop and worried.

ORLEAN (cont'd)
In light of the Duke's minor
indiscretion, we believe a gesture of
honor and trust must be
reestablished.

Orlean opens the document and places it center table for all
to see.

ORLEAN (cont'd)
Therefore, we do hereby strip Mr.
Bloxham of his title, and all shares
pertaining to Shine Town, and the
Black Veil site.  Is this a
satisfactory conclusion for all?

BLOXHAM
What?!  You can't-

THORN
Aye.

MANDHU
Yes.

The OTHERS AGREE too.

ORLEAN
Thus it is so.

BLOXHAM
You have no authority to-

ORLEAN
No, Mr. Bloxham, you have no
authority.

She slides over the document.  He snatches it up and scowls
hard at the SIGNATURES from the Plains Drifters.
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Magnus watches uncertain of his roll, and job.

ORLEAN (cont'd)
Please remove yourself from the
table.

She snaps her fingers and Big Irish steps forward, but
Bloxham stays him with a HAND.  He gets up in a dignified
manner.

He takes his time and places the document back on the table. 
A tug of his nice suit, and he has a plan.

BLOXHAM
May I beg the permission of the
parlay to indulge me a moment more,
as I have a few parting words?

Duchess Orlean SHRUGS and looks toward the others at the
table.  Bondi CROSSES HIS ARMS.  It's a hard NO from him. 
Mandhu NODS.  Happy Jack smokes his pipe.

HANGMAN
I'll hear no more.

THORN
Out of respect for the parlay, the
Norse Isles will hear him.

ORLEAN
sigh( )

Be quick.

BLOXHAM
Thank you.

beat( )
You're all sitting here because you
are the most prominent, and
successful, selfish, maniacal,
duplicitous, egotistical, hypocrites
among the whole broken Earth.

That receives a sour welcome from everyone, except Happy
Jack.

HANGMAN
Enough!

BONDI
Toss him!

The tension causes Angel to step protectively beside Happy
Jack.  This small movement triggers him to speak.
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HAPPY JACK
Let the lad finish.  He's said more
in two seconds than you lot all
bloody day.

BLOXHAM
You sit here holding court, all the
while coveting the same thought...
that you would have stolen the Shiner
for yourselves if you had the chance. 
Well, now you have that chance. 
Thanks to me.

SCOFFS and SCORN from around the table, except Happy Jack.

BLOXHAM (cont'd)
Admonish me if you must.  Strip my
title if you must.  It changes
nothing.  You are all here because
you are the best at what you do.  And
what you do best is lie, cheat, and
thieve.  Whatever agreement is
reached here, today, you will all
betray each other because you are not
fools.

His truth has their attention now.  Magnus appears a little
more confident.

BLOXHAM (cont'd)
The Continental Prides and the Air
Isles will always be in conflict no
matter what the parlay brings.  We
all know that it's only a matter of
time before war breaks out again. 
The current quandary will only fuel
that fire.  Therefore, I propose an
exchange of foreign liaisons.

Cautionary and curious looks from most at the table.

ORLEAN
No.  Absolutely not!  I cannot have
these... these... people loitering in
my circles and spying on me.  I have
a reputation!  And you are in no
position to propose anything!  Remove
him!

Angel shifts in anticipation.

Before anybody can do as Orlean asks, Happy Jack SLAMS down
his FIST and STANDS to his full six foot nine inches. 
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He is one tall, scary pirate and his towering presence
brings everybody to a halt.

HAPPY JACK
I accept the proposal.

There's a pause of thought around the table, and then...

HANGMAN
Aye.  If it upsets the Duchess that
much.

Orlean just about has a meltdown in her seat.  Bloxham
smirks.

THORN
Be sure of my interest, but how
exactly would this work?

BLOXHAM
Three envoys each. One to back the
other.  If they should fail to check-
in, or if their reports conflict,
well, what you do with that is your
business.

MANDHU
It might prevent an occasion of
untimely mistrust.

BONDI
We accept.  The Breakers will encamp
with Captain Thorn on the Skoll.

Captain Thorn nods.

BLOXHAM
I'll sail with Happy Jack

ORLEAN
Given the recent loss of your title,
you'll do not such thing.

MANDHU
The Ridge Runners will go then.

HAPPY JACK
I'll have none of that, mountain man. 
Mr. Bloxham will do.  My ship.  My
say.
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ORLEAN
matching him( )

My envoy.  My say.  This is about
trust, and I do not trust him.

HAPPY JACK
I'm certain the feeling is mutual,
Duchess, which is why I'll have no
other on my ship.  He may not be a
Duke, but he still bares the mark of
a Plains Drifter.  I'll make no
concessions.  Take the deal, or none
at all.

Hangman and Thorn stare at Orlean.  They are united with
Happy Jack.  Orlean appears flustered for a split second and
then directs her anger at Bloxham.

ORLEAN
Why should I let you go?

BLOXHAM
My dear, Duchess.  I admit that I
have an ulterior motive.  My beloved
daughter is among the kidnapped.  She
is more precious to me than my title,
or my shares.  Her safe return is my
only interest.  Trust in that.

Orlean sighs and flicks her wrist, giving him the position.

ORLEAN
Take him.  But the rest are of my
choosing.

at Bloxham( )
If you betray your people we will do
more than take your title. You better
pray that the Dusters will take you
in because no Pride will.

Bloxham bows respectfully.

THORN
A pact has been reached.  Pigeoneer,
ready the announcement.

The Pigeoneer scribbles a message as Thorn dictates to all.

THORN (cont'd)
Let it be known throughout out the
Prides and the Isles that we have
come together for the bounty of
Captain Slagg and his crew. 

(MORE)
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The spoils of the Blood Raven are
THORN (cont'd)

under Isle law.  The Shiner is to be
captured unharmed.

BLOXHAM
And Lady Isobel.

HAPPY JACK
If she's alive, she may stay that
way.

THORN
Make haste this decree.

NOISE of agreement from around the table. 

The Pigeoneer straps the message to a HOMING PIGEON and it
TAKES FLIGHT.  We follow it through the air, and soon the
sky is invaded by HUNDREDS of pigeons.

                       END ACT ONE
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                        ACT TWO

EXT. BLOOD RAVEN - DAY

We SWEEP over the MAIN DECK and see that Bear is still TIED
to the MAIN MAST.  CLOSER, it becomes clear that he has
sustained more lashes to his BLOODIED BACK, and the sun has
BLISTERED his SKIN.  He is in a bad way.

We CLOSE IN on the CAPTAIN'S CABIN.

INT. CAPTAIN'S CABIN

Quint, Effie, and Abilene stand near the door.  SLAGG paces
the deck like an angry caged animal.  He chugs from a bottle
of booze.  The conversation has reached a climax.  There is
tension on everyone's faces.

QUINT
It's a reasonable plan.  Eden has
medicine, not just for the Shiner,
but our men as well.  We have a lot
of wounded after the dust-up with the
Duke.  While we're there we can hit
their scrap yard and make repairs.

SLAGG
I SAID NO!

He LAUNCHES the bottle from his hand. Abilene YANKS Quint
out of it's path.  Her reflexes don't go unnoticed by Quint.

Immediately Slagg grabs his wounded side and GROWLS in pain.

SLAGG (cont'd)
Stay the bloody course, Quint. 
That's my order.

He collapses in the chair by the map table.  He's in pain.

EFFIE
May I?

She approaches with her doctor's kit.  Slagg softens at the
sight of her. Abilene takes note of Effie's effect on him.

SLAGG
Aye, lass.

Effie kneels beside him and pulls up his bloodied shirt.
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EFFIE
You popped a stitch.  I'll need to
close it and redress the wound.

Slagg quietly accepts and reaches for another bottle of
booze from the table.  Abilene ventures over to assist
Effie, but more so to look at the map.

SLAGG
Everything ye say be true, but it's
not my will.

Abilene frowns at the top map and shifts it a little.

INSERT - MAP

The Air Isles territories are clearly defined: Imperial
Isles, Free Isles, Norse Isles, Hell Isles (the closest to
the Earth's exposed core), and the Pearly Gates, are the
Isles furthest in the livable atmosphere.

SLAGG (O.C.)
To face Happy Jack the ship needs
full repair at the Pit.

Abilene's hand brushes over the name of an isle called,
EDEN, located in the Free Isles.  But there is nothing else
labeling it as a medical supply port.

BACK TO SHOT

Abilene looks at Effie, who notices what she has discovered. 
Effie ignores her, and continues stitching Slagg.

EFFIE
I thought you aimed to get the Black
Isle weapons?

SLAGG
Tis but a legend, lass.  No self-
respecting pirate believes in it. 
That's why I know Happy Jack will
come for it, and when he does I'll
tear his heart out, just like he done
mine.  And my beloved's.

ABILENE
mumlbes( )

Drunk, and suicidal.  Great.

SLAGG
What have I to do with you, dirt
dweller? 

(MORE)
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Your only tolerated for Doc Harper's
SLAGG (cont'd)

sake. But that too can change.  Keep
to yourself, or I'll keep you mysel-
OW! Damn it!

Effie winces apologetically.  Not.

EFFIE
Sorry.  Hold still.

ABILENE
Your lousy ship ain't near enough
battle ready to face the likes of
Happy Jack.  It's barely hanging in
the sky as we speak.  No amount of
repairs will get you anything but
dead.  You need more men, and
upgrades to even begin to match Happy
Jack.  You need the Black Isle's
tech.

Quint is impressed with her pitch, but keeps it to himself.

From his hip Slagg SLAPS the Surge Pistol down on the table.

SLAGG
You mean this worthless piece of
trash?  It's dead tech, and by the
great winds you will be too.

He starts to stand.  Abilene, with her increased speed,
snatches up the Surge Pistol and aims it at him.

Quint immediately takes aim on Abilene, and Effie backs out
of the firing lanes.

SLAGG (cont'd)
Shoot her.  The gun doesn't work.

Abilene discreetly PRESSES her palm, activating the
resistor, and suddenly the Surge Pistol LIGHTS UP with power
and SOUND.  ALL EYES set on the living breathing technology.

ABILENE
You're a broken old fool with a death
wish.

She shoots the bottle out of his hand, and booze splatters
all over him.  She then tosses the Surge Pistol on the
table.

For a moment Slagg sits there in shock and awe.  First, he
can't believe he's alive. 
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Second, he can't believe the tech works.  Realizing the
opportunity, he grabs the Surge Pistol for himself and aims
it at Abilene.

EFFIE
She's the only one that can make it
work.  You kill her and the tech dies
with her.

Quint slightly moves his gun off Abilene and more toward
Slagg.

A tense stare-down.  Effie notices Quints new target.  Then
the SOUND of the Surge Pistol rips the air.  The blast
CRACKLES past Abilene and hits the wall, scorching the wood.

Slagg breaks out in drunken laughter, and shoots the wall
again.

Effie and Abilene share an edgy look.  Abilene steps back
from Slagg and at the same time subtly TAPS the resistor
offline.

Slagg shoots again, only this time the Surge Pistol powers
down and nothing happens.  He looks at it, and bangs on it.

ABILENE
It only works when I'm close.  So
you'll want me there when you use it
to kill Happy Jack.

Slagg gives her a suspicious look, and then laughs.

SLAGG
Suddenly a change of heart, lass?

ABILENE
Revenge is only sweet if you're alive
to enjoy it.  Happy Jack enslaved my
sister.

Quint frowns.  Who's side is Abilene on?  Who's side is he
on?  He quickly drops his aim on Slagg before he notices.

SLAGG
Ahh... ye want a piece of him too. 
Maybe you'll have it when I'm done.

at Quint( )
See to it that none touch the lass.

Quint's jaw cinches in distrust, but he nods.
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EFFIE
And the Shiner?  Without medicine
he'll die. 

Slagg brushes her off.  He's not interested.

EFFIE (cont'd)
But you could arm the entire ship
with that kind of weaponry.  You'll
not just have power over Happy Jack,
but everyone.

SLAGG
I'm drunk, lass, not daft.  Don't
think I'm unawares of the goings-on
on my ship.  Some might think they'd
make a better Captain than me.  Too
much of this...

waggles the Surge(
Pistol)

... makes everybody a god.  But only
one makes me the god.

Effie tosses Abilene a look for help, but she just wags her
head not to bother.  Effie looks back at Quint.  It's clear
he's got worries of his own.

SLAGG (cont'd)
Finish up and leave me be.  I have
plans to make.

EFFIE
Hand me the bandages.

Abilene digs the clean bandages out of Effie's bag, and then
pulls the SOILED BANDAGE from her pocket.  She grabs Effie's
hand and shoves it therein.

ABILENE
Here.

Effie takes the clump of cloth, and prepares to apply it
until she sees Kael's SOILED BANDAGE.  She glances at
Abilene who merely raises an eyebrow.  After a moment of
hesitation, Effie applies the dirty cloth directly to
Slagg's wound and wraps it with new cloth.

EFFIE
Keep it clean.  There's infection on
board.

Slagg waves them out of the cabin and hunts down another
bottle of booze.
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EXT. STERNCASTLE DECK

Quint, Effie and Abilene exit the Captain's Cabin.  They
walk a few steps away, and then Quint cuts them both off
with the BLUNDERBUSS.

QUINT
What games do you play?

Abilene slaps the blunderbuss away.

ABILENE
Getting real tired of you pointing
that thing at me.

It turns ugly fast.  Quint grabs her by the shirt, and backs
her into a corner.  Effie tries to stop him, but he easily
pushes her aside.

QUINT
You're beautiful, and smart.  That
makes you dangerous.

Effie notes a glint of metal drop into Abilene's hand.  It's
a SCALPEL BLADE.

ABILENE
You're loyal and blind.  That makes
you damn stupid.

Quint moves his hand to her throat.  Abilene starts to raise
the scalpel.  Somebody is about to die.  Effie jumps in.

EFFIE
Listen to me.  Your captain is going
to get everyone killed.  You know it,
Quint.  You hesitated.  I saw you aim
at Slagg.

A flash of anger and Quint redirects his temper at Effie. 
He snags her by the shirt and hauls her in for a close chat. 
Abilene catches her breath, and fingers the scalpel, making
it ready.

QUINT
Speak of such things again, and that
pretty tongue of yours will separate
from your mouth.

shoves her back( )
You'll find no sympathy with me on
the matter.  Go against the Captain
and it will be your undoing. Now, go! 
Back to work!
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Effie takes Abilene's arm to get her moving and they head
down toward the main deck.  By Abilene's expression this is
far from over.

Quint takes the helm.  He's furious, but there's something
else going on behind his eyes.

He watches Abilene and Effie closely, and then glances back
at the Captain's Cabin.  A deep frown.  Quint has concerns
about his Captain.

EXT. SHINE TOWN - AFTERNOON

The citizenry goes about their daily lives in an orderly,
polite manner.  The HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTOR displays happy
cyberpunks, and reads, "PORT EXCHANGE UPGRADE IN 1 DAY."

MIWA walks along the old cracked street, and comes upon one
of the large aircraft hangers.  A sign outside the hanger
reads, "HYDROPONICS".  She splits the clear plastic sheets
hanging in the huge bay and enters.

INT. HYDROPONICS BAY

Farmers are busy tending to the multi-level crops.  These
farmers have made use of every bit of space in the hanger.

One of the head agriculturalists, KEROS, looks up from his
work.  He is surprised to see Director Miwa headed straight
for him.

KEROS
Director.  IRL visit?  How unusual.

MIWA
I'm here to see Axon.

KEROS
He's down in the silos taking account
of this years stores.  I can call him
up?

MIWA
No.  I want to see the yield for
myself. 

leaning toward a(
corn stalk)

How are we doing?

Keros pulls an ear of corn from the stalk and peels back the
husk to reveal DISEASE.
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KEROS
Actually, I'm glad you're here.  Take
a look.

MIWA
disturbed( )

Have the genetics labs seen this?

KEROS
They know.  They're working on it,
but...

MIWA
What?

KEROS
It'll just be another patch in a long
line of modifications.  What we need
are heirloom seeds.

MIWA
How much is diseased?

KEROS
Forty percent of the crop.  And it's
not just the corn.

Miwa glances around more closely at the farmers and realizes
that they aren't just pruning, they're DESTROYING bad
plants.  A flash of worry crosses her face, but as she turns
back to Keros it's gone.

MIWA
Our scientists will get us through.

KEROS
a sigh( )

They have in the past, yes.  But this
is different.  They've spliced and
cloned until nothing is left.  That's
why our livestock went extinct.  I
fear that this may be the last viable
yield.

urgent( )
Director, have you brought up my
plans to send out a team to search
for new seed?

MIWA
I understand, and yes.  Your proposal
is being looked at by the Board of
Trustees.  It is under review.
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Miwa sees the look of defeat on Keros's face.

MIWA (cont'd)
Keros, It's dangerous out there.  The
Dead Zone is riddled with feral
humans.

somber( )
I sent my son out there.  Have faith
in our scientists.  They brought us
this far, haven't they?

She gives him a smile, but Keros isn't buying it.  He smiles
and nods back anyway. 

Miwa rests a reassuring hand on his shoulder, and then heads
toward an ELEVATOR marked FOOD STORES.  She enters the CAR
and descends.

INT. FOOD STORES - CONTINUOUS

Exiting the car Miwa passes by huge SILOS, all with old
warnings of rocket launch housings.  New signs are painted
over that read, CORN, WHEAT, SOY, etc.

A WORKER taking count of the stores looks up at her.  He's
not surprised.

MIWA
Axon?

WORKER
He's waiting for you below.

Miwa follows his indignant point toward a large reinforced
bunker door.  She heads over.

INT. REBEL BUNKER - CONTINUOUS

Old launch computers are everywhere.  The systems have been
upgraded, but the old-war feel is still apparent. 
HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGES with special projects and propaganda
flicker through the air.  Several REBEL HACKERS spread the
truth over the port exchange.

AXON is the quintessential cyberpunk and he is engaged in a
heated debate with NOLA.  As Miwa cautiously approaches, she
gathers many distrustful looks from the Rebels.
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AXON
We need a way to communicate with
Kael.  This is the only way it's
going to happen!

NOLA
It's stupid, and reckless and
contradicts everything he's working
toward.

AXON
If we don't find a way to talk to
him, he'll never reach the Black
Veil.  Look at what he's uploaded so
far.  It changes everything!

Axon swipes at a holographic image and a small portion of
the Air Isles enlarges.

NOLA
What is that?

AXON
Earth.  Big chunks of floating Earth.

NOLA
How is that even possible?

AXON
Don't know, but there may not be
anything left for Kael to find.

MIWA
Lucerne is still there.  It's just
very different.

Nola turns, relieved to see Miwa.

NOLA
Good, you're here.

AXON
Yeah, great.  The wolf is in the hen
house.

Nola gives him a sharp look to "shut up".

MIWA
You found a way to communicate with
Kael?

Axon turns and slides over a new holographic image of a very
large ROCKET.
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AXON
Yeah.  We launch the last rocket.  I
can fit the payload with a new comm's
array.  We'll be able to contact Kael
through the port exchange. 

NOLA
Tell her what the payload is.

AXON
It's nothing.  It's-

Miwa recognizes it.  She's not amused, but her tone is
neutral.

MIWA
An orbital missile.  You want to
launch an ancient warhead?  From
here?

                       END ACT TWO
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                        ACT THREE

EXT. BLOOD RAVEN - STERNCASTLE DECK - DUSK

Slagg is at the WHEEL, drinking and steering the ship. The
Surge Pistol has found a new home strapped to Slagg's metal
chest rig.

Abilene is a few feet away at the railing in front of him,
watchful.  She notices Slagg shift against his wounded side.

ABILENE
You don't look so good.

smirk( )
Maybe you should drink more.

Slagg SNEERS at her, but then does exactly that.

Abilene WAGS her head at the idiot, and glances toward the
MAIN MAST where Effie, Wade and Squirrel hover around Bear.

EXT. MAIN DECK

Bear remains tied to the wooden mast.  His back is lacerated
from repeated whippings, and he's sunburned.  He's barely
conscious.

Squirrel places a bucket of water at Effie's feet, and she
quickly dips the sponge in, and then cools Bear's head.

EFFIE
Hold on.  Not much longer now.

Bear GRUNTS.

SQUIRREL
First Mate said he can come off the
mast at sundown.

WADE
We're chasing the sun, Doc.  It ain't
going down.

That's a scary thought.  Suddenly, Effie realizes that the
plan is to kill Bear.  She glances at Quint across the deck. 
The man is void of sympathy.  He's no help.  She glances up
at Slagg.  With determination she moves to address Slagg on
the deck above.
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EFFIE
It's enough, Captain!  He's suffered
enough. Cut him loose.

Slagg points at the LOW SUN on the sky's horizon, and swigs
from his bottle.  He doesn't care.  But Abilene does, and
she grips the banister to keep herself under control.

EFFIE (cont'd)
Please!  He won't make it another ten
minutes.  If you won't show him
mercy, then show it to me!  I need
rest!  I've been tending to your damn
crew for three days straight!

Her plea seems to strike a chord with Slagg, but...

SLAGG
My First Mate gave the order, lass. 
That man belongs to him.  He's lucky
to have a bucket of water.

Effie turns to Quint.  She opens her mouth to speak, and
then sees the hard look on Quint's face and doesn't bother. 
She moves back to Bear and desperately tries to cool him
down with the water.

Effie touches his head and frowns.

EFFIE
He's going to stroke out.

No sooner are the words spoken than Bear collapses against
his restraints.

EFFIE (cont'd)
Bear! No, no, no...

She tries to get him to respond, but there's nothing she can
do.  She frantically looks at Quint.

EFFIE (cont'd)
Please.  I'm begging you.

Quint glances up at Abilene, who merely dares him to show
mercy with a head tilt.  He looks away and considers the
crew looking at him.  Is this the kind of First Mate he
wants to be?

QUINT
Aye.  Punishment paid.  To the brig
with him.
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Grabbing a cutlass from a CREWMAN quint cuts Bear loose.

Squirrel and Wade quickly gather Bear up, and Effie follows
in a hurry.  She gives Quint the stinky-eye as she passes
by.  That's the thanks he gets.

EXT. SHINE TOWN - DUSK

HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTOR reads, "NIGHT SHIFT BEGINS IN 1 HR. 
SLEEP CYCLE GROUP B BEGINS IN 1 HR."

INT. REBEL BUNKER

MIWA
As soon as you open those launch bay
doors Compliance Control will storm
this place and arrest everyone in it.

AXON
What good is having the Director on
our side if she won't help us.

A lot of the Rebels are now eavesdropping.

NOLA
Even if she blinds Compliance Control
from the initial power surge for the
launch, she can't hide an entire
rocket from blasting out of our
hydroponics bay.

MIWA
And the casualties.  What about
those?

AXON
I've done the math.  My way will give
us a greater chance at survival.  I
can have it ready to launch tomorrow.

NOLA
Tell her how many of us die from
starvation in the meantime.

Axon doesn't want to say.

AXON
We loose half of our crops at launch,
or we lose all of it six months from
now when they die from genetic
failure.
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NOLA
You don't know that.  Our science
team-

AXON
Oh, come on!  They've been sucking
for years!

While they fight, Miwa thinks.  She gracefully interrupts
the argument.

MIWA
If you launch, the citizenry will
despise you for destroying the crops. 
You will become the city's enemy, and
the Overseer wins.  Whether Kael
succeeds or fails, we will need the
people on our side.

AXON
frustrated( )

Famine is already here!  We just
haven't started dying yet!  That's
why Keal is out there.  He needs our
help.

beat, calmer( )
Look, we can only receive information 
about his current location when he's
online.  The maps we have of Earth
before Black Veil are obsolete.

He THROWS up two holographic images that compare the past
map with the present map.  It's a large map of old Earth vs.
a small portion of where Kael has been.  Devil's Forge,
Independence and a tiny piece of the Air Isles.

AXON (cont'd)
If those floating land masses are
what he's up against, he'll never be
able to plot and calculate the
location of Lucerne.  We need to
establish a port exchange with him.

NOLA
You launch that rocket and there
won't be anyone here to help him.

AXON
There's no one here now!

Miwa steps between the two to calm things down.
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MIWA
Okay, both valid concerns.  Let's
keep it on the table, and try to find
an alternative solution.  One that
doesn't kill us.  And one that
doesn't kill my son. 

Axon tosses up his hands in frustration.

AXON
Who put you in charge?

NOLA
Hey!  She was one of us before there
was an us.

Stalemate, GLARES.  Nola paces away to gather herself, and
Axon just shakes his head, annoyed.

Miwa watches them both and waits to see how Nola handles it. 
When Nola turns back, she's found her cool.

NOLA (cont'd)
Show the Director what I found,
please.

With a grieved HUFF, Axon turns to the computer and swipes
at two new holographic images.  TWO sequences of DNA
enlarge.  Highlights show major differences.

NOLA (cont'd)
So, you know the vitamin boost given
to the exiles is an active genetic
drug, right?  It turns people into
ferals. 

Miwa nods and stares hard at the DNA strands.

NOLA (cont'd)
Well, I hacked the red files in the
genetics database.  They are
targeting specific strands of DNA. 
They're trying to find something, and
they're experimenting on exiles. 

AXON
The feral mutations are failed
experiments.  But you knew that
already didn't you.

For the first time Miwa gives him a frosty look.  She's had
enough of him.
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NOLA
She only knows because I told her. 
She saved Kael's life.

AXON
Wow, she saved her son.  Big
sacrifice. What about the other
exiles with him?

Miwa ignores him and looks directly at Nola.

MIWA
What are the geneticists looking for?

NOLA
No idea, yet.  But the crops, for
example, each generation is
genetically modified to be stronger,
more resistant to disease, insects
and have a longer productivity.

AXON
sarcasm( )

That's working out really well for
us, wouldn't you say.

NOLA
Too much cloning and splicing.  Not
enough fresh DNA.  My point is there
are similar genetic manipulations
being applied to our exiles.

Disturbed and thoughtful looks.  Miwa scowls at the DNA
image.  What could this mean?  She MANIPULATES the image for
a closer study.

EXT. BLOOD RAVEN - NIGHT

Small flickering lanterns twinkle like stars along the ship.

INT. BLOOD RAVEN - BRIG

It's late and the Independence Townsfolk are nestled in
their hay piles sleeping. A single lantern barely gives
light. Abilene is sitting near Bear and Effie.  She's the
only one that notices how hard Effie is working.

Bear is unconscious and laid out on his stomach. Blood
soaked cloth lines his battered back.  Effie begins changing
them with new cloth.
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ABILENE
You need rest, Doc.  One of us can
take care of that.  Go back to your
cabin.

EFFIE
In a while.

Bear stirs at the pain as Effie peels off the bandages.

BEAR
Isobel...

ABILENE
She's safe Bear.

WADE
Where is she anyway?

EFFIE
She's with Kael.

SQUIRREL
The Shiner gonna make it?

It's not a question anybody wants to know the answer to.

ABILENE
Slagg.  How long before infection
takes him down?

EFFIE
Twenty-four hours to set up.  After
that, depending on his constitution,
three to five days.  Then again, his
bloodstream is so full of alcohol I
don't think anything can survive in
it.

WADE
I heard the crew talking. They expect
to make port in three days.

EFFIE
That's three days further from Eden.

BEAR
Weak...

Effie dips a ladle of water and brings it to Bears mouth. 
He refuses.
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BEAR (cont'd)
They're weak.  Take them 'fore port.

WADE
Man ain't wrong.

ABILENE
Be easier with Slagg on his sick bed.

There's a plan in the works and Effie knows nothing about
it.  She questions Abilene.

EFFIE
What's this now?

ABILENE
I'm taking the ship.  We're going to
Eden.

Shocked, Effie looks at her with a flare of worry, and then
hope.

WADE
The First Mate is the bastard you
should worry about.  Man has
something to prove and he don't mind
killin' to do it.

EFFIE
at Abilene( )

Maybe you can reason with him.  I've
seen the way he looks at you.  And he
ain't all that loyal to Slagg.

ABILENE
Ha!  Right.  The only way he looks at
me is down the barrel of his scatter
gun.  And I ain't as charmin' as you.

Effie blushes at the compliment, or the way Abilene said it. 

In the quiet everyone tries to find a solution.

BEAR
Do it now.

It's what everybody is thinking, and Abilene too.

EFFIE
sigh( )

I'll take care of the Captain, and
get you the Shiner gun.
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Abilene doesn't particularly like that idea.

ABILENE
How?

EFFIE
I have ways of disarming men. 
Besides, he's taken a liking to me. 

WADE
She ain't lying.  I've seen her charm
the fangs of a rattler.

ABILENE
You sure?

Effie nods, kind of sure, and then very sure.  Abilene
hesitates, but this is the only way.

ABILENE (cont'd)
Okay.  We go when Doc has her man.

Effie cleans her hands and turns her attention from Bear to
Abilene.

EFFIE
Let's see that shoulder of yours.

Abilene makes room on the floor for Effie.  The Doc pulls
down the neck of Abilene's shirt to expose her bitten
shoulder.  After removing the bandage, Effie is pleasantly
surprised at what she sees.

EFFIE (cont'd)
That's incredible.  It's totally
healed just like your hand.  Think it
has to do with your immunity to the
Feral plague?

ABILENE
You're the expert.

EFFIE
Pfft.  That ain't sayin' much.  Let
me get those stitches out.

She takes Abilene's hand and proceeds with her work.

ABILENE
Once we take the ship we'll need you
to navigate.  The crew won't help
with that, or anything else.
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EFFIE
What makes you think I know how?

ABILENE
Eden.  Six clips over.

That gets Effie to meet eyes with Abilene briefly before
turning back to the stitches.

ABILENE (cont'd)
quietly( )

I don't very much care how you know
about Eden.  Just tell me you can do
it?

Effie nods.  Even that is more than she wants to reveal.

ABILENE (cont'd)
Okay.  Just be careful with Slagg.

EFFIE
Done.  How does it feel?

Flexing her hand, Abilene grins.

ABILENE
Yep.

With that taken care of Effie flops beside her, shoulder-to-
shoulder.  Abilene doesn't seem to mind the closeness.

EFFIE
If we do this people are gonna get
hurt.  I don't know if I can save
everyone.

Abilene "gets it", and simply nods.  It's good enough for
Effie.

Effie scoots down a little lower.  She's exhausted.  She
can't, or doesn't want to go back to her cabin.  Perhaps she
feels safer here.  She closes her eyes.

                       END ACT THREE
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                           ACT FOUR

EXT. SHINE TOWN - NIGHT

Establishing shot.  HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTOR reads, "NIGHT
SHIFT BEGINS IN 30 MIN.  R&R GROUP A PORT EXCHANGE NOW
OPEN."

We hear ALARMS, but they are not outside.

AXON (V.O.)
Incoming wet-comm.

INT. REBEL BUNKER

ALARMS at various stations. 

Miwa stops studying the DNA image, and turns away as if
receiving a transmission in her head.

Axon MUTES the alarms, and looks to Miwa.

MIWA
Can you give me secure port exchange?

AXON
Yeah.  Relocating your position...
Securing link... and you're in.

A shot of blue electricity appears from out of nowhere, and
CHARGES the back of Miwa's neck where the port exchange is
located.  The blue filaments along Miwa's skin ELECTRIFY,
and she seems to go into a trance.

INT. PORT EXCHANGE

A sterile blue and white world POPS into existence with a
faceless HUMANOID CONSTRUCT, named TRITON.

TRITON
The Board of Trustees requires your
attendance at once, Director. 
Preparing your connection.

The blue and white walls drastically SHIFT to a VIRTUAL
REALITY.  Instantly, Miwa is standing in a beautiful PARK
with trees, a lake, and birds.  It's a pre-war world.  A
world of freedom, and nothing like the city she lives in.
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Awaiting Miwa are FIVE MEN.  Each man is dressed identical. 
They have NO FACES and their VOICES are the same.

TRUSTEE 2
New anomalies are forming in the
exchange.

TRUSTEE 1
The removal of your son has cause
more fragmentation than previously
calculated.

TRUSTEE 3
Someone is continuing his work.

TRUSTEE 5
Someone close to him.

MIWA
Are you accusing me?

She's nervous, but appears insulted. 

TRUSTEE 4
You would not be here if we were.

TRUSTEE 2
Kael's exile has turned him into a
martyr.

MIWA
He started a movement.  It's bigger
than just one man now.  People are
listening, and asking questions.  We
should restrict the port exchange
until I can root-out the
perpetrators.

TRUSTEE 1
We have other plans.

TRUSTEE 3
We are following a breach in the
genetics database.

TRUSTEE 5
Citizen 889,348 is suspect.

MIWA
Nola?

She fakes her surprised reaction.
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MIWA (cont'd)
Makes sense.  She was Kael's
girlfriend...

TRUSTEE 4
The Overseer has ordered a two tier
surveillance on her.

TRUSTEE 2
She will be used to expose other non-
compliants.

TRUSTEE 1
They will be publicly executed.

Miwa can't hide her feelings about that shocking news.

MIWA
Exe- That hasn't been necessary since
Tesla was founded.

TRUSTEE 3
End port.

The scene concaves around Miwa.

INT. REBEL BUNKER

The blue filaments in Miwa's skin go DARK.  She doesn't move
as she tries to process the information.

NOLA
Director?  Is everything all right?

Miwa looks up at Nola, a serious expression.

MIWA
I need you to stop looking into the
genetics department.

NOLA
What?  No.  I'm close to getting
answers.

MIWA
They found your hack.  Your port has
been flagged.

A wave of utter fear washes over Nola.  She starts to panic.
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NOLA
They know it was me?  Are they coming
for me?

Miwa reaches out to calm her down.

MIWA
Not yet. I have to put you under
watch.  You'll be fine.  You just
need to lay low until I can... get
you out of this.

AXON
She needs to go.  She can't be here.

NOLA
What am I going to do?

MIWA
Exactly what I told you.  Normal
routine.  Work, come home, use the
port.  That's all.

AXON
What about a scrub?  Get rid of the
evidence on her port.

MIWA
No.  I'll handle it.

to Nola( )
I won't let anything happen to you. 
Trust me.  Go home.  And try to keep
your vitals normal.

Nola swallows hard. She takes a few deep breaths, nods and
heads out.

Miwa waits for her to leave, and then turns to Axon.

MIWA (cont'd)
Show me your plans for the rocket.

BOOM OUT

FADE IN

EXT. BLOOD RAVEN - STERNCASTLE DECK - MORNING

Blood Raven crew and Townsfolk are on deck.  From the CROW'S
NEST, the SNIPER sees something through his SPYGLASS.  He
shouts down at Quint who is at the WHEEL.
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CREWMAN
Homing Pigeon, Starboard!

Quint grabs his SPYGLASS and ZEROES-IN on the PIGEON to
confirm.  Urgently, he exchanges the spyglass for a thick
LEATHER GLOVE, and moves to a BIRD CAGE nearby.  He opens
the cage and brings out a gorgeous Falcon named, MERLIN.

QUINT
Merlin.  Time to hunt.

He takes off Merlin's HOOD, and then releases the falcon. 
Merlin SOARS into the SKY.

Quint grabs the spyglass again.  Merlin TARGETS the pigeon
in no time.  The Falcon CLOSES IN, DIVES, and then SNATCHES
the pigeon in it's TALONS.  Seconds later Merlin is ON DECK
with his prey.

Quint nudges Merlin off the pigeon to retrieve the MESSAGE
attached to the birds leg.  He then scoots the pigeon over
to Merlin.

QUINT (cont'd)
Enjoy, m'boy.

Quint returns to the helm and reads the message.  With each
word he grows pale.  This is bad news.  He glances around
the deck at the men, they are all curious.  He reads on, and
hides his expression, but a faint wrinkle on his brow says
they are screwed. 

QUINT (cont'd)
at the crew( )

A love letter from yer mothers!

The Blood Raven crew LAUGH and go back to work.  Quint
signals Eye-Patch Pirate, and he comes over.

QUINT (cont'd)
Bring me the troublemaker.

Eye-Patch Pirate ducks below deck. Quint glances back at the
Captain's Cabin, and then once more at the message before
shoving it in his pocket.

INT. CAPTAIN'S CABIN

Drunk and sweaty, Slagg rests on his bed while Effie removes
his stained bandage. 
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He is shirtless and we are reminded of the full extent of
his barbaric chest plate.  It is grotesquely BURNED into his
MELTED flesh.

SLAGG
Wasn't always this way, lass.  Had a
dream of little ones with my Celeste. 
Maybe even a quiet isle of our own.

Effie checks a glance between the putrid bandage and Slagg. 
He doesn't look well, not in mind, spirit, or body.  She
carefully pulls the bandage off.

EFFIE
You're weeping.

SLAGG
offended( )

I do NOT cry.

EFFIE
No, darlin'.  I mean, your wound is
infected.  There's discharge.

Slagg PSHAW'S like its a minor issue.  He looks down at his
wound.  Maybe it is a little gross.  He POURS his booze on
it, and then drinks like the problem is solved.

EFFIE (cont'd)
Yeah, that ain't gonna get it.  How
do you feel?

She touches his forehead, and then takes his pulse on his
wrist.

SLAGG
Doc, if I wanted to feel I'd be
chaste and sober.

A little part of Effie almost feels sorry for him.

EFFIE
You're feverish, and your heart rate
is elevated.  You need antibiotics.

Slagg pushes her away.  He doesn't want to hear it.  He has
other things on his mind.  He sits up, and drinks.

SLAGG
Patch me up.  I'll be fine.
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EFFIE
Listen to me, I'm tryin' to save your
life.  You need medicine, or you
ain't gonna live long enough to get
your stupid revenge.

A low, slow GROWL rises from Slagg's throat as he stands. 
Effie takes a quick step back when he sets his angry eyes on
her.  Suddenly, he seems to see straight through her game.

SLAGG
Would ye have me set course for Eden
then?  Would that be the plan?  Are
you to be my savior?

He draws his cutlass and places it against her NECK.  Effie
backs up until she hits the cabin DOOR and can go no
further.  She's caught.

SLAGG (cont'd)
Or my angel of death?

a short nod at his(
gooey wound)

Is this your doing?

Effie hasn't survived this long without having a plan-B. She
hesitates, as if struggling to keep a secret, and then
blurts out a name.

EFFIE
Quint.

The name instantly seems to make sense to Slagg, and then
his blade presses her harder for the truth.

SLAGG
You lie.  You only want to save yer
Shiner.

He ain't buying it, so Effie sells harder.

EFFIE
Happy Jack is your revenge, not his. 
The Black Isle, this ship... he wants
it all.  There's only one thing in
his way.

RAGE!  Slagg stabs the door, causing Effie to FLINCH.  He
rips the blade out, and turns away furious.  Effie is
clearly rattled, unsure of what he'll do next when he turns.

                      END ACT FOUR
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                         ACT FIVE

EXT. BLOOD RAVEN - STERNCASTLE DECK - MORNING

Quint is looking at the MESSAGE recovered from the homing
pigeon.  His expression is worrisome.  Eye-Patch Pirate
roughly escorts Abilene to Quint.  

Abilene pushes back, daring Eye-Patch Pirate to do
something.

QUINT
Leave us.

Eye-Patch Pirate leaves. Quint STARES at Abilene for a
moment.

ABILENE
sharply( )

What.

QUINT
I want you to stop.

Abilene gives him an "oh, really" look.

ABILENE
I want you to die.  Can't always get
what we want.

Oddly, the smart mouth is something Quint seems to enjoy. 
There is definitely a growing chemistry between them.  Quint
leans in, and whispers sternly in her ear.

QUINT
You're plotting to take the ship. 
Call it off.

Quint can't see it, but we can.  Abilene is caught.  Still
almost cheek-to-cheek, her expression hardens, but there's a
bit of regret in her eyes as the shiny blade of the SCALPEL
reappears in her hand. This is it. War is about to begin.

Quint reaches down.  He takes her OTHER hand, and firmly
presses the MESSAGE there in.  This gets an immediate frown,
and a stay of execution from Abilene.

QUINT (cont'd)
Read it.  Then we'll talk.

SLAGG (O.C.)
QUIIINT!!
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The Captain's Cabin door BURSTS open and Slagg flings Effie
to the deck by the back of her neck.

Abilene and Quint break apart. The explosion of anger has
Quint confused.  

QUINT
Cap'n?

Slagg is on Quint so fast that he can't react.  He grabs
Quint and shoves him into the WHEEL.  His CUTLASS poised to
pierce Quint's gut.

The entire CREW and TOWNSPEOPLE are riveted by the scene.

SLAGG
You dirt sucking, land scab! You
think you can take my SHIP!  MY LIFE!

He slams the side of Quint's face with the HILT of his
cutlass.  Quint catches himself.  There's blood.  He backs
away as Slagg pursues.  He's trying to make sense of all
this.

QUINT
You're bloody mad!

Then he sees it.  Abilene racing to Effie's side, helping
her to her feet.  He frowns.  He's been played.  Fine.  Time
to right the ship.

Slagg's cutlass interrupts that thought as it slashes toward
Quint.  He dodges and the blade SPLITS the railing behind
him.

SLAGG
You poisoned me?  ME?! I gave you my
trust, boy, and you repay me with a
coward's betrayal?

Quint draws his BLUNDERBUSS in one hand, and his BAYONET in
the other.  Effie and Abilene may have forced this upon him,
but now he's fully committed.

QUINT
You deserted your crew long ago, you
sorry sod.  You left us.  Just like
Celeste left you for Happy Jack.

Bullseye.  Quint hit his mark.  Out of his mind with anger,
Slagg SWINGS.
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SLAGG
I'll cut you to pieces, boy!

He misses.

QUINT
You would have us all die for your
pathetic ego.  Your weakness has made
us prey to other pirates!

Another SWING from Slagg and this time it nicks Quint's
shoulder. 

Part of the crew CHEER Slagg's first blood.  The other crew
looks angry.  Neither move to assist the dual.

Abilene keeps Effie close for protection.  She glances
deeper into the crowd and notices the divide among the crew. 
At Wade's URGENT LOOK, Abilene shakes her head not to
attack.

QUINT (cont'd)
shouting to the crew( )

He's taking you to Happy Jack to be
slaughtered like lambs.  The Black
Isle awaits, but he'd sacrifice you
in the name of his dead whore!

This gets a MURMUR of displeasure from some of the crew.

Slagg and Quint CLASH violently.  Quint pushes Slagg's blade
back with his own, and unloads the one and only SHOT from
his Blunderbuss.  Shockingly, the pellets simply bounce off
Slagg's chest plate.  One ricocheted PELLET takes down a
SUPPORTER of Slagg's, and that sets-off total chaos across
the ship.  Blades, bullets, improvised weapons fly in an
all-out melee that's been festering for quite a while.

Quint blocks Slagg's furious blade with his Blunderbuss. 
The cutlass SLICES the weapon in two. 

Abilene pushes Effie into the Captain's Cabin for safety.

EFFIE
Let me help!

ABILENE
After!

She gives a loud SHRILL WHISTLE and suddenly the idle
Townsfolk launch into an AMBUSH on the unsuspecting pirates.
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On the MAIN DECK below, Wade grabs a BELAYING PIN and KNOCKS
OUT a pirate from behind.  He takes the CARGO HOOK from the
body, and TOSSES Squirrel the belaying pin, which he
completely misses.

A large FEMALE PIRATE takes a swing at Squirrel with a
BOARDING AXE, he only dodges because he TRIPS over a body. 
He crawls backward until he hits railing.  She's coming for
him.  He frantically looks around for a weapon. He finds one
when a THROWN BOARDING PIKE LODGES into the deck beside him. 

Female Pirate grins as Squirrel struggles to get the PIKE
out of the deck.  She hauls back to smash Squirrel's skull
in. Just as she brings the AXE DOWN, Squirrel WRENCHES the
pike FREE and the downward motion of the Female Pirate
causes her to impale herself on his pike.

The axe falls from her hand.  The last expression on the
Female Pirate's face is shock that she lost to such a
scrawny fool.

Meanwhile, back on the STERNCASTLE DECK, Slagg vs. Quint. 
Cutlass vs. bayonet.  Quint is struggling to block the
larger blade with his smaller one.  A SHOT RINGS OUT and the
bullet misses Quint's head by inches.

Up in the CROW'S NEST is a SNIPER loyal to Slagg.  Abilene
and Quint both spot him at the same time.

ABILENE (cont'd)
My guns!

She MOTIONS for him to give back the TWO stainless steel
revolvers tucked in his belt.  She fends off a pirate with
her small scalpel blade and makes quick work of him.

Quint ignores her request.  Instead, he pulls one of her
REVOLVERS and swiftly takes AIM on Slagg's only soft spot...
his HEAD.  Another shot RINGS out.  The Sniper shoots the
revolver out of Quint's hand.  The pistol skids across deck.

As if losing a family member all over again, Abilene CRIES
OUT! 

ABILENE (cont'd)
MY GUN!

She's pissed and takes it out on another pirate that
challenges her.  The tiny scalpel in Abilene's fast hands
utterly disables the Pirate, but she loses the scalpel blade
inside the Pirate, and ends up with a useless handle.
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ABILENE (cont'd)
Give me my other gun, idiot!

QUINT
NO!

Stubborn, jerk!  Abilene heads for the fallen revolver,
avoiding the fight when she can.

Below on the MAIN DECK, Bear exits the INFIRMARY against
Isobel's will.  He's hurting, but he's not about to sit-out
a fight this important.  He picks up a grappling hook from a
dead body, and looks for his target.  The EYE PATCH PIRATE
that lashed him.  There he is, about to the blindside Wade.

Bear SWINGS the grappling hook like a lasso, and lets it
fly.  Just like roping cattle.  He hooks EYE PATCH Pirate in
the head and rips him off his feet.

ISOBEL
Bear, come back inside!

Behind him, Isobel tugs at Bears arm, trying to get him to
safety.  Bear turns to put HER back inside.

ISOBEL (cont'd)
Look out!

Bear is clobbered from behind by a wooden bucket.  He's
dazed as he lands on the deck.  The same Pirate points his
thick, heavy sword at Isobel.

PIRATE
Yer mine, girly.

Isobel moves back as he stalks her like a delicious morsel
to be devoured. Her foot hits a metal object.  She looks
down.  It's a RAPIER.  She quickly scoops it up, and by her
stance, even though she is scared to death, we see that she
has fencing skills.

The Pirate laughs at the prissy move.  Such fancy sword-play
is no match against his brute force.  The Pirate mocks her
by taking a similar stance and dancing on his toes to
provoke her.

PIRATE (cont'd)
En garde!

Isobel holds her form perfectly as the Pirate breaks and
tries to RUN HER THROUGH.  She easily parry's and slices
open his back.  Now he's mad.  He attacks again. 
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She dodges and cuts his side.  He's hurt badly now.  She
smiles with confidence.  She might be enjoying this.

PIRATE (cont'd)
Foul witch!

The Pirate gathers himself.  He looks at her ready to try
again, but stops.  He can't win this fight.  He lowers his
sword hand.  It looks like Isobel has won, and then he pulls
out his small pistol and aims at her chest. 

Suddenly, all confidence washes from Isobel's face, and it
is replaced with her own mortality.  She's dead and she
knows it, until she sees something rising from behind the
Pirate.  She smiles through him and the Pirate looks
confused by this.

Bear has risen!  In one easy CRACK, Bear snaps the pirate's
neck. 

BEAR
Go.  Go!

He SHOVES Isobel back into the INFIRMARY and closes the
door. 

Squirrel joins Bear and they FIGHT alongside other Townsfolk
leading them DEEP into the LOWER DECKS where chaos runs
rampant. They reach the ENGINE ROOM and are met with fierce
resistance.  The OPEN GEARS of MASSIVE MACHINERY, and the
FIRE BREATHING FUEL SYSTEM are just as deadly as the
Pirates.

Up on the STERNCASTLE DECK Abilene has made it to her
revolver and taken cover behind a large cannon.  She
examines her "baby" only to find that the revolver's
cylinder has been shot and is damaged beyond function.

She shoves the revolver in her belt and looks for a new
weapon.  What she finds is a crate full of cannon ammo. 
Most notably BAR SHOT and CHAIN SHOT.  She grabs one of
each.  The bar shot easily works as blunt object, and the
chain shot, after a few swings, adapts to a nun-chuck style
weapon.

After putting both weapons to use against a couple of
pirates invading her cover position, Abilene pops up for a
quick survey of the scene.

Slagg and Quint are at each others throats.  Blade-for-blade
Quint is barely holding his own.  Fist-for-fist Quint has
the advantage when he can. 
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Abilene sees movement in the Crow's Nest again.  The Sniper
is setting his sights.  If she doesn't do something, Quint
is dead.  She hesitates, and then GROWLS her conscience.

Exiting her cover, Abilene WHIRLS her CHAIN SHOT and dashes
toward Slagg and Quint.  Timing and aim are everything, and
she nails it.  As Quint and Slagg's blades cross, she
launches the chain shot and it wraps around, LOCKING both
blades together like the two antlers of rutting moose.

The momentary pause gives Abilene the breach she needs to
duck under their bladed-bridge.  She collapses Slagg's knee
with the bar-shot, putting him in a position so that she can
GRAB the Surge Pistol.  As she slips by she SWIPES her
Revolver from Quint's belt.

Free of them both, Abilene POWERS ON the Surge Pistol and
takes aim at Quint.  Her Revolver check-mates Slagg down on
his knees.

ABILENE
Boys.

QUINT
Shoot him.

SLAGG
Is it Eden you want?  I'll take you
there.  I swear it.

QUINT
He'll kill you.

SLAGG
Kill him!

Abilene gives a slight HEAD TILT toward the Crow's Nest. 
Her senses, and focus seem to ratchet-up.  Her next move is
smooth, and precise, super human.  After a quick adjustment
of targets, SHE FIRES BOTH WEAPONS SIMULTANEOUSLY using only
peripheral vision.

The Surge Pistol hits Slagg in the chest.  His metal chest
plate is electrified, dropping him in a twitching heap.

The shot from the Revolver travels DOWN THE BARREL of the
Sniper's rifle and ignites the round in his weapon, causing
it to explode in his hands. He collapses in the perch.

Quint is surprised by Abilene's choice, and her scary
skills.
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QUINT
Thank you.

Thinking that he's found an ally he reaches for Slagg's
cutlass.  But Abilene parks her revolver on him.

ABILENE
Uh-uhn.  Didn't do it for you. 
Surrender the ship.

QUINT
We're in this together now.  Whether
you like it, or not.

She blasts a pirate behind him with the Surge Pistol.  He's
jolted back.

ABILENE
I ain't keepin' you alive because I
like you.  Do it.  End it, or I will.

Stubborn, Quint won't do it, but then he looks out across
the decks below and witnesses the Townsfolk overpowering his
crew.  The Blood Raven FLAG is being pulled down.  Then the
ship JOLTS as is drops speed.

ABILENE (cont'd)
grin( )

We have your engine room.

HANDS UP Quint walks over to the ship's BELL and RINGS it
LOUD three times.

QUINT
shouting( )

Lay down your arms!  The Captain is
relieved of command, and I surrender
the ship to this one!

ABILENE
Abilene.

QUINT
Doesn't matter, lass.  We'll all be
dead soon enough.

That registers as an odd statement with Abilene, but she
dismisses it quickly.

The pirate crew do as they are told and the Townsfolk begin
to round them up.
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QUINT (cont'd)
Now what?

ABILENE
to Townsfolk( )

Put them in the brig!
at Quint( )

Now we go to Eden.

QUINT
You'll not make it. You can't even
fly an airship.

Abilene nods back.  Effie is on deck doing triage for the
wounded.

ABILENE
Nope.  But she can.

QUINT
You won't get far.

ABILENE
to Wade( )

Take him.

Wade starts to drag Quint away.  He yells back in one last
effort to make his point.

QUINT
They're coming for us! Read the
message!

He's gone.  Alone with her win, Abilene dips her hand into
her pocket and pulls out the message Quint gave her.  She
reads it.  Immediately her expression changes to deep
concern. Quint is right. This isn't over.  It's just begun.

EXT. SHINE TOWN - DAY

The HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTOR reads, "2ND WORK SHIFT BEGINS IN
1HR.  PORT EXCHANGE UPGRADES NOW AVAILABLE."

We FOLLOW Nola as she walks through the street.  She tries
to appear normal, but she's paranoid and nervous.  Everyone
that looks her way puts her on EDGE.  She SMILES anyway,
until...

TWO COMPLIANCE CONTROL OFFICERS are headed straight for her. 
She tenses.  This is it.  They're coming to arrest her.  She
stops and holds her breath, but the Two CC Officers give her
a polite nod and pass by.
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Nola breaths a relieved sigh and takes a step only to stop
again as she feels a slight TREMOR under her feet.  She
looks down, and then up at everybody else.  Nobody noticed
the tremor but her.  She takes a few more steps, but this
time there's no mistaking it.  EARTHQUAKE!

The ground violently shakes and won't stop.  SCREAMS.  AIR
RAID SIREN.  Debris falls from buildings.

Nola gets down and covers her head.  She sees the
Hydroponics bay partially collapse.

NOLA
angry( )

Axon...

A few yards away from Hydroponics the ground CAVES-IN.  Then
it SWELLS and BURSTS OPEN to release a PLUME of SMOKE.  The
ROCKET ERUPTS from the ground in an all encompassing tower
of FIRE.

NOLA (cont'd)
horrified,(
breathless)

No...!

EXT. BLOOD RAVEN - STERNCASTLE DECK - DAY

Abilene is studying the MESSAGE captured from the homing
pigeon.  ASTONISHED NOISES from the Townsfolk draw her
attention.  They're all pointing at something in the sky.

Dirty with other peoples BLOOD, Effie looks up from placing
a TOURNIQUET on a WOUNDED PIRATE.  Her eyes grow wide at
what she sees.

The ROCKET from Shine Town ARCS across the sky in a blaze of
glory.  It's something this generation has never seen.

ABILENE
up, in awe( )

Holy-

SMASH TO BLACK

                        THE END
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